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Chapter  31

Decentralized Expertise:
The Evolution of Community 
Forums in Technical Support

ABSTRACT

This chapter discusses the authority structures found within the community support forums of open and 
closed source operating systems (Linux, Windows, and OS X), demonstrating how, because of these fo-
rums, technical expertise is shifting away from the organizations responsible for creating these systems 
and into the community using them. One might expect this kind of migration within Linux communities, 
where in theory anyone can contribute to the code of the project, but it is also being seen in closed 
source projects, where only certain people, usually employees, have access to the underlying code that 
controls the operating system. In these situations, expertise is becoming decentralized despite the fact that 
members of the support community sometimes lack access to the code behind these operating systems.

INTRODUCTION

The moment one buys a personal computer, 
the countdown begins to the moment when the 
computer will fail in some way. It is one of the 
inevitabilities of computer ownership.

Once a computer fails, if the user cannot resolve 
the issue herself, she will try to find someone 
who can help. It sounds like a relatively simple 
prospect, but as anyone who has tried to repair a 
computer will tell you, determining the problem 
is often quite challenging. Is the issue related to 
hardware or software? Or is there another variable, 
like a wireless router or the Internet connection? 

According to a Pew Internet & American Life 
Project report, 29% of surveyed users whose com-
puters had failed in the past year had contacted 
user support for help, while the same percentage 
had tried to fixed the problem themselves (Hor-
rigan, 2008, p. 6). It is not surprising that some 
telecommunication companies are considering 
offering technical support as an add-on service 
(Gubbins, 2009, p. 34).

The even split between users who seek formal 
support and those who try to repair their comput-
ers themselves is significant as it also represents 
a split in authority structures. For some users, 
vendors represent authority. For these kinds of 
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users, because the vendor made the product, the 
vendor is responsible for repairing the product. 
Other users try to fix their own product because 
they do not trust the expertise of the vendor, be-
cause they feel they can resolve the issue on their 
own, or because the vendor could not help them 
to their satisfaction.

As more online support forums are becoming 
available, many users are becoming less dependent 
on the centralized expertise of a vendor and are 
coming to rely on the decentralized expertise of 
a community of users. This shift is quite visible 
in the support forums associated with various 
operating systems. These forums allow users 
of all skill levels to post support questions to a 
community at large, possibly bypassing formal 
support channels (although, as we shall see, some 
vendors do provide formal support within these 
community areas). This type of community-driven 
technical support would be much more challeng-
ing to implement without the aid of the Internet.

Finding formal, centralized support for 
Windows is relatively straightforward, once one 
understands who to contact for help. Although 
the operating system is produced by Microsoft, 
Microsoft directs users to contact the computer 
manufacturer for assistance with the operating 
system.1 It does, however, provide phone, email, 
and chat support to customers who purchase 
Windows separately from their computer.

Apple users have a less complicated path to 
follow for help. All Apple hardware and software 
have a one-year warranty and up to 90 days of 
technical support via telephone.2 That warranty can 
be extended if a customer purchases AppleCare, 
Apple’s technical support package. Apple users 
without AppleCare can also purchase customized 
support.

Linux is an open source operating system 
based on the Unix operating system. As an open 
source project, Linux is developed collaboratively, 
with people from around the world contributing 
code, time, and energy to the project. Linux is 

freely available for anyone who wants it and 
most contributors are volunteers. Unlike OS X 
and Windows, it is not a commercial product, 
although some vendors have created commercial 
versions of Linux.

Its open source status means that most Linux 
users have no formal technical support options. 
Some Linux providers offer an enterprise solution 
for businesses, but the average home user looking 
to install Linux on a personal machine is pretty 
much left to her own devices (although there are 
vendors who sell hardware with Linux distribu-
tions already installed and who provide varying 
levels of technical support).

Open source refers to software that is developed 
using publicly available source code:

There are three dimensions to the concept of 
“open source” as it applies to computing. First, 
open source is a philosophy about computing and 
sharing programming code to improve the qual-
ity of computing. The term “open source” also 
refers to a wide array of operating systems and 
applications that have been developed under this 
philosophy, and, finally, it represents a general 
approach to the treatment of intellectual property, 
usually in reference to licensing software or related 
documentation. (Tomer, 2002, p. 155)

Users seeking technical support usually visit 
forums based upon their Linux distribution (a 
distribution is a more specific version of the Linux 
operating system), so an Ubuntu distribution user 
who cannot connect to the Internet on his Dell 
laptop would probably start his research with a 
search of the Ubuntu forums.3 Even if a user does 
not know he wants to search a forum, forums tend 
to come up high in Google searches for Linux 
distributions and problems. At time of writing, a 
Google search for “Ubuntu no volume” has its top 
two results from forum sites, with Google giving 
users the option to pull more results from forums. 
Closed source operating systems like OS X and 
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